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Dataquest 1997
ClarisWorks 5 for Windows and Macintosh C. Ann Brown 1998 Explains how to use the integrated software package to create documents, build spreadsheets, create databases, design
multimedia presentations, and develop a presence on the Web
Exam 70-270 Microsoft Windows XP Professional L/M Azimuth Interactive 2003-09
InfoWorld 1990-10-08 InfoWorld is targeted to Senior IT professionals. Content is segmented into Channels and Topic Centers. InfoWorld also celebrates people, companies, and
projects.
Windows 95 for Busy People Ron Mansfield 1997 Presents instructions for using the operating system, providing quick summaries of key functions and procedures and offering timesaving tips
Using Windows 95 Macmillan General Reference Staff 1998-07
Windows NT Server 4.0 MCSE Study Guide Alan R. Carter 1998 This Microsoft-approved study guide focuses exclusively on one of the three Windows NT exams and prepares readers
to pass Exam 70-067: Windows NT Server 4.0. The CD-ROM features key tools for success, including a Transcender demo with sample questions to help candidates prepare for and pass
the exam.
Using Windows 95 Ron Person 1996 Offers a detailed guide to the Windows 95 operating system and discusses advanced topics and techniques
Using Windows 98 Macmillan General Reference Staff 1998-07
Windows XP Home Edition Complete Dave Evans 2001-11-13 Windows XP Home Edition Complete is a one-of-a-kind book--valuable both for its broad content and its low price. The
book contains all the essentials on XP, from basic navigation to accessing the Internet to setting up a home network. Windows XP Home Edition Complete provides in-depth coverage of
the hottest new features, including Media Player 8, the Network Setup Wizard, Internet Explorer 6, Internet Connection Sharing, and CD-R and CD-RW support. The special optimizing
section takes you beyond the basics. You'll learn to make time-saving system tweaks, customize Windows to suit your preferences, enjoy Internet and multimedia features, and much more.
The book also includes an alphabetical reference section, which makes it easy to find information about essential features and functions. Windows XP Home Edition Complete introduces
you to the work of some of Sybex's finest authors, so you'll know where to go to learn even more about Windows XP.
Thomas Register of American Manufacturers and Thomas Register Catalog File 1996 Vols. for 1970-71 includes manufacturers catalogs.
Using Windows 98 Kathy Ivens 1998 A step-by-step guide to using Windows 98 explains how to navigate the Active Desktop, configure hardware, customize Windows, and use the
operating system with a network
Technical Communication Paul V. Anderson 2016-12-05 Faculty have used Anderson's TECHNICAL COMMUNICATION: A READER-CENTERED APPROACH to prepare
thousands of students for the writing they will do in their careers. Known for its rhetorical treatment of workplace writing and speaking, this text helps students learn practical, flexible
strategies for creating useful and persuasive communications on the job. Reorganized and streamlined to enhance student learning, the ninth edition includes greatly expanded attention to
social media. It also introduces to technical communication pedagogy a set of exercises and instruction that help students transfer their technical communication knowledge and skills from
school to workplace. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Using Windows 95 Kathy Ivens 1998 A step-by-step guide to using Windows 95 includes instructions for configuring hardware, installing software, customizing Windows, and using
Internet Explorer 4.0
Computerworld 1996-06-10 For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide. Computerworld's
award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom research form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
Special Edition Using Windows NT Workstation 4.0 Paul J. Sanna 1996 This book clearly focuses on the client version of NT. Coverage also includes the updated Exchange Server and
Microsoft Network connectivity available in this release of Windows NT. The CD includes dozens of world class utilities for communications, system maintenance, customization, and
system performance monitors.
Microtimes 1998
Managing Windows NT Logons Kathy Ivens 2000 A complete troubleshooting handbook for administrators explains how to assess problems effectively, covering everything from
lockouts and system freezes to remote administration on NT 4.0 and Win9x workstations. Original. (Intermediate)
Using Microsoft Word 97 Jane Calabria 1998 Explains how to create text, organize and edit documents, create tables, and add drawings and art to documents using Word 97
PC World 2000-07
The Interactive Computing Series: Office XP Vol I Kenneth Laudon 2001-12-10 The Interactive Computing Series is the Visual, Interactive way to develop and apply software skills. This
Skills based approach coupled with its highly illustrated, 2 page-spread design is ideal for the intro CIS course, the self-paced course or students in non-traditional education settings.
Quicken for Contractors Karen Mitchell 1998 This book/disk set can turn a contractor's computer into a tireless, timesaving office manager/bookkeeper. They contain step-by-step
instructions for setting up a construction business using Quicken. The book and disk takes readers from setting up accounts and payroll to investment accounts and through the reporting
process.
Object-Oriented Application Development Using the Caché Postrelational Database Wolfgang Kirsten 2003-09-19 Nowadays, newly developed software packages are often obsolete
already at the time of their introduction. Object-oriented software development is a possible—if not the only—solution to this dilemma: applications are modeled as software objects that
describe the properties and the behavior of real-world entities. Such objects are encapsulated, in that they hide—behind a publicly known interface—the complexity of their internal data
structures and behaviors. This enables objects to be used in a wide range of program packages without needing to know the details of their internal implementation. Linking objectoriented modeled applications with a database places special demands on a database management system and development environment when the usual performance and semantics losses
are to be avoided. This book provides a detailed description of the object model of the Caché postrelational database. This second, revised and expanded edition includes the many new
features of Caché 5. There is a comprehensive description of the new Caché Studio with its improvements for developing and debugging applications as well as a whole new chapter
about XML and SOAP based Web Services. The chapters about Java, ActiveX and the SQL manager have undergone a complete revision.
MCSE Lab Manual for Microsoft Windows XP Professional Stan Reimer 2002 This lab manual provides you with the hands-on instruction you'll need to prepare for the MCSE/MCSA
certification exam and succeed as a Microsoft network engineer or administrator. Designed for classroom-led or self-paced study, the labs offer a unique, practical approach to learning
that is a key component to the MCSE/MCSA exams.
Computers in Africa 1996
How to Use Microsoft Publisher 98 Rebecca Reese 1998 This second edition steps the reader through everything he or she needs to know in order to quickly create a desired publication.
Full-color, two-page spreads, "tip sheet" tidbits, and friendly, hands-on "try it" sections help the reader understand concepts as they are presented.
PC Magazine 1996-07
Publish! 1995
Windows Wit and Wisdom Don R. Crawley 2002
Byte 1997
Business Week 1995
Mastering WordPerfect 7 for Windows 95 Alan Simpson 1996 Of new features: For experienced users: side 996-1002
Wrestling Legacy Data to the Web & Beyond P. C. McGrew 2000-01-01 Here is the book for anyone in the document chain. For Managers: Get the overview of the many print data
streams found in your shop, from the high end to the desktop. Learn the resource terms and gain an understanding that will help you communicate effectively with the technicians. And,

find out why documents don't always look the same, and why some are more of a problem than others! For Technicians: Learn the background behind the print data streams you work
with every day and gain some insight into how to resolve problems in moving legacy data beyond its current print environment. There is even an appendix with vendor resources from
around the world to help you solve your font, graphic, and transform problems.
PC/Computing 1998-07
Preflight Against the Clock, Inc. Staff 1998
Absolute Beginner's Guide to A+ Certification Mark Edward Soper 2004 Prepare for the A+ exam with the help of the industry's bestselling PC hardware author of all time. Covering
the 2003 update to the 220-221 and 220-222 exams, Soper's book is loaded with informative illustrations, photos and screen captures. The CD-ROM provides study resources, including a
PrepLogic test engine, lab exercises, and study notes, plus a pocket study guide in printable PDF format.
MCSE Windows 2000 Professional (70-210) Kenneth C. Laudon 2003-03 For courses focusing on Windows 2000 and .NET Operating Systems MCSE/MSCA Certification. The
hallmark of the Laudon publishing program implements a tested and validated approach to learning. The textbooks in this series provide students with a 4-color, step-by-step, graphical,
illustrated approach. The books are organized by learning objectives and are correlated to the required MCSE/MCSA objectives.
Windows NT? 4.0 MCSE Study Guide Alan R. Carter 1997-09-01 Microsoft Certified Systems Engineers are just as hot in the information technology world as Microsoft's Windows NT
operating system. In the US alone today, there are 200,000 open IT jobs, and researchers expect demand to grow to over 500,000 within the next three years. Needless to say, becoming
an MCSE in Windows NT is a heck of a great career move. Now Windows NT 4.0 MCSE Study Guide puts you on the fast track toward certification by covering everything you need to
know to pass these three required MCSE exams: Exam Number Exam Title * 70-73 Implementing and Supporting Microsoft Windows NT Workstation 4.0 * 70-67 Implementing and
Supporting Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 * 70-68 Implementing and Supporting Microsoft Windows NT Server 4.0 in the Enterprise Even if you're not planning to take the MCSE
exams, in Windows NT 4.0 MCSE Study Guide you'll find critical information to use on the job, including * Deploying, installing, and configuring Windows NT -- both Workstation and
Server * Managing resources -- from administering user and group accounts to optimizing Windows NT Server Directory Services * Setting up effective network connectivity using TCP/IP
and other protocols, as well as maintaining heterogeneous Windows NT and Novell NetWare networks, instituting remote access capabilities, and accommodating Mac OS platforms *
Optimizing applications to run under Windows NT * Monitoring, evaluating, and optimizing Windows NT networks using tools such as Performance Monitor and Network Monitor *
Troubleshooting workstation and network problems when they arise Plus, Windows NT 4.0 MCSE Study Guide includes an in-depth collection of study and test-preparation resources, as
well as a bonus CD-ROM containing a searchable electronic version of the book in Adobe Acrobat portable document format, excerpts from MCSE Career Microsoft!, and other
software and reference material essential for success as a Microsoft Windows NT certified professional. Covers: Exams 070-058, 070-073, 070-067 and 070-068
Windows Magazine 1997
Computing Japan 1996
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